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A baby is born and the world rejoices! With a loving mama, a trumpeting herd,
curious cousins, and even some dancing peacocks heralding this little one's arrival,
it is apparent that the joy and wonder a new baby brings is shared by all! Varsha
Bajaj's lilting prose and Eliza Wheeler's enchanting scenes of a wide-eyed baby
elephant and its smitten family celebrate the importance of family and community
in every child's life. Set in the lush wilds of India, this is an endearing, beautifully
illustrated tribute to little ones getting their first warm welcome to the world.

Baby & Me
On 17 July 1932, on a highway near Fort Mill, SC, Rural Policeman Elliott Harris was
attempting to arrest Beatrice Snipes husband Clyde for reckless driving. Mrs.
Snipes intervened, snatching Harris pistol from its holster and fatally shooting him.
After her trial in December, she became the first woman in South Carolina
sentenced to die by electrocution. Beatrice, however, was pregnant at the time of
the crime and was in her eighth month when she was sentenced to be executed on
a date about three months after giving birth. This sentence generated a firestorm
of negative reaction, and the Governor of South Carolina in January commuted the
sentence to life imprisonment. Beatrices daughter Jean was born soon thereafter
and spent the first seven months of life with her mother in prison. Jean then was
removed from her mothers custody. A secret adoption was arranged, and neither
Beatrice nor Clyde was told by whom Jean had been adopted. This book tells the
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story of Beatrices crime and its aftermath, including the impact on Jeans life.

A Child is Born: A Nightingales Christmas Story
"Excellent, well-documented, thoughtful, and comprehensive, Forgetting Children
Born of War challenges the prevailing discourse on human rights and humanitarian
intervention."-ALISON BRYSK, University of California, Irvine.

The Low Birth Weight Baby
Recounts the events surrounding the birth of Jesus, from the angel's
announcement to Mary to the visit of the Wise Men in Bethlehem.

Bond with Your Baby Before Birth
Are the baby boomers in Canada more or less healthy than previous generations?
What are the implications of this for the national health care system? Baby Boomer
Health Dynamic responds to the growing interest in the generation that makes up
over one-third of the Canadian population – the largest segment of society – with
the leading edge reaching their sixty-fifth birthday in 2011 and eighty-five by
2031. Focusing on four health behaviours that have been proven to be major risk
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factors for disease: smoking, unhealthy exercise, obesity, and heavy drinking –
Andrew V. Wister researches the long-term implications of several key lifestylehealth conundrums, most notably the paradoxical relationship in the concurrent
trends over the last two decades of increased exercise levels and a significant rise
in obesity. This invariably leads to questions about the eating habits of North
Americans, and in particular, the quantity and quality of fast-food and conveniencefood consumption. Recent public declarations by a number of health organizations
and institutes that we are experiencing an obesity crisis, and moreover, that
obesity is the 'new tobacco' makes Baby Boomer Health Dynamics both timely and
topical.

The Premature Baby Book
The Talmud is one of the most significant religious texts in the world, second only
to the Bible in its importance to Judaism. As the Bible is the word of God, The
Talmud applies that word to the lives of its followers. In a range of styles including
commentary, parables, proverbs and anecdotes, it provides guidance on all
aspects of everyday life from ownership to commerce to relationships. This
selection of its most illuminating passages makes accessible the centuries of
Jewish thought within The Talmud. Norman Solomon's clear translation from the
Bavli (Babylonian) Talmud is accompanied by an introduction on its arrangement,
social and historical background, reception and authors. This edition also includes
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appendixes of background information, a glossary, time line, maps and indexes.

Baby Boomer Health Dynamics
With bright, colorful illustrations and a memorable lesson, this fun-to-read Bible
story comes to life for toddlers aged three to six. BABY JESUS IS BORN introduces
toddlers to one of the most popular Bible stories. This special book will turn reading
time into cherished moments of learning and love – for it is never too early to
begin a lifetime of reading God’s Word.

The Day My Baby Was Born
Cartoons provide a humorous view of the frustrations and rewards of parenthood
as first-time parents Wanda and Darryl adjust to life with their infant daughter Zoe

Your Pregnancy After 35
Offering solid guidance for mothers and mothers-to-be whose reading skills are
limited and who may have limited access to adequate health care, this guide
focuses on basics like prenatal care, lifestyle choices, nutritional advice, and baby's
first few months. This updated edition includes new chapters on parent-newborn
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interaction; baby's health, feeding, and safety; a more positive approach to
breastfeeding; and current recommendations on immunizations, SIDS, and
antibiotics. Checklists, a glossary, and a list of additional resources round out this
invaluable book.

15 Reasons Why Babies Aren't Born Sinners
Walks expectant parents through the entire nine-month process of giving birth,
with tips on choosing delivery options, what to eat and what to wear, exercise, how
to deal with the emotional roller coaster, and its effects on the couple's
relationship, with new information on medical practices, genetic testing,
conception, and more. Original.

Baby Born
A Christmas short story, available only in ebook, from the author of The Nightingale
Girls, The Nightingale Sisters and The Nightingale Nurses Christmas Eve, 1936 On
a foggy December night, a pregnant woman walks out in front of a trolley bus and
is knocked unconscious. She is rushed to the Nightingale hospital, and a healthy
baby is delivered. But the mother claims to have lost her memory, and cannot
believe that the child is hers. It seems that the Nightingale nurses may need to
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perform a Christmas miracle.

A Baby Is Born
Through lovely verse and winsome watercolours, Baby Born celebrates all babies
with love! Perfect for shower gifts or for sharing with siblings of new babies, this
sturdy colourful book follows new babies through each season and each new step
of development, with a surprise under every flap. Sure to become a family readaloud favourite, Baby Born will appeal to readers big and small.

The Baby Born in a Stable
Today, 1 in 5 women in the United States has her first child after age 35. When a
woman becomes pregnant in her late thirties or forties, she has different needs
than a younger mother-to-be. Now, after more than ten years, Your Pregnancy
after 35 has been fully revised with cutting-edge information, addressing nearly
every health and lifestyle concern pertaining to “older” mothers. From how age
affects pregnancy to when to consider genetic counseling to finding the best care
when returning to work, this essential guide offers mothers—and their
partners—the wise, supportive answers they need. With millions of copies sold
worldwide, the highly trusted Your Pregnancy series has established itself as the goPage 7/25
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to resource for expectant parents time and time again. Medically grounded, this
informative, reassuring guide gives older expectant parents the information they
need to have a healthy, happy pregnancy.

The Complete Idiot's Guide to Pregnancy and Childbirth
Low birthweight, caused by premature birth, poor intrauterine growth, or both, is
known to be a strong predictor of morbidity and mortality risks in the first year of
life and beyond. It has to be born in mind, though, that premature infants may
need different clinical and nutritional interventions and are at risk for different
morbidities than those small for gestational age. This publication focuses on three
main subjects: Global epidemiology, catch-up growth, and feeding practices. These
topics have been selected to provide a solid contextual basis for the nature and
extent of the problem, highlighting changes in prevalence and risk across different
healthcare settings: The available data strongly suggest that growth outcomes are
dependent on a multitude of environmental factors that interact with nutrient
intakes. Epidemiology, modern technology and the latest science are brought
together to promote a better understanding of the short- and long-term needs and
outcomes of low-birthweight babies, depending on whether they are born too small
or too early.
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The Disabled Woman's Guide to Pregnancy and Birth
The baby born in the manger, full of love for all the children of the worldAbout the
author: Jim Reimann was an ordained minister, Bible teacher, editor and author. In
his lifetime he led more than 25 pilgrimages to Israel, which helped him to ensure
that these children's Bible stories are Biblically correct as well as historically
accurate. Each book includes a note to parents and teachers indicating the Bible
passage upon which the story is based. This makes each book useful for families
and teachers.Jim was the editor of the updated editions of the #1 Best-selling
Christian devotional books My Utmost for His Highest and Streams in the Desert
.His most recent project was the updated and expanded editions of Charles
Spurgeon's Morning by Morning and Evening by Evening. He was the Chairman of
the Christian Booksellers Association, with members in more than 60 countries and
served as the Chief Operating Officer of Family Christian Stores, the largest
Christian bookstore chain in the United States

A Baby Panda Is Born
This Volume, The Low Birth Weight Baby, Is A Timely Update Of Progress In A Field
That Has Tended To Be Neglected In Recent Years. Although We Are Yet To
Discover A Method To Precisely Predict The Occurrence Of Preterm Labour, There
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Have Been Spectacular Improvements In The Prospects For Survival Of Low
Birthweight Infants. The Use Of Antepartum Steroids And Advances In Neonatal
Intensive Care Have Brought About These Changes. This Volume Covers These And
Other Improvements As A Result Of Which The Reader Of This Volume Will Be Left
With The Comfortable Feeling That He Or She Knows Everything Worth Knowing
About The Subject. The Contributors Are Veterans In The Field Who Have A Broad
Perspective Of Their Subject And Are Not Tempted To Embrace The Newest
Unconfirmed Theory.

How Children Develop
This Is Our Baby, Born Today
This new edition of the classic guide for pregnancy and child rearing discusses
every aspect of pregnancy and nurturing, from diet and health habits for the
expectant mother to nursing processes and advice for treating common childhood
ailments.

[Bible Story] 050. Baby Jesus is born
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SHE KNEW HER BABY WAS PERFECT. SHE KNEW SHE TRUSTED CADE WITH HER
LIFE. SHE THOUGHT HER NAME WAS SARA. Everything else was a mystery. And
most confusing of all were the emotions that Cade's glance, his words…his touch
stirred within her. Because based on a crumpled note, Cade believed she was
married—to his estranged brother. Sara didn't want to believe it, but without her
memory, she couldn't prove him wrong. Snowbound with Cade and her newborn
son, Sara needed to fight past her fears to the truth. Because her growing feelings
for Cade were anything be sisterly…

The Beginner's Bible Baby Jesus Is Born
The author offers her channeling techniques to help moms-to-be tap into the deep
intuitive powers of pregnancy and meet their unborn child before birth.

Forgetting Children Born of War
This major new addition to the Sears Parenting Library is a comprehensive,
authoritative, and reassuring guide for parents of premature babies. 20 line
drawings & photos.

I Thought Labor Ended When the Baby Was Born
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Mary is going to have a special baby. When he is born, God’s angels tell everyone
the good news. But the king is not happy at all. What will become of Baby Jesus?
This My First I Can Read! book, with basic language, word repetition, and great
illustrations, is perfect for shared reading with a child. It aligns with guided reading
level F and will be of interest to children Pre-K to 2nd grade.

When Baby Was Born
This Manual Is Meant For Nursing Students, Pg Students And Practising
Neonatologists. It Is A Must-Buy For All Maternity/Nursing Homes And Hospitals.
The Book Gives Valuable Step By Step Tips On Handling Neonatal Emergencies And
In Otherwise Managing The Running Of The Neonatal Care Unit In Hospitals And
Nursing Homes. Special Features: " Book Is Divided Into Five Sections: General
Principles, Problems, Procedures, Diseases And Drugs. " Valuable Tips And
Explanations Of Common Procedures " Suited To Indian Context. All
Recommendations Are Made Keeping In Mind The Condition Of Nursing Homes In
Developing Countries " Comprehensively Illustrated; Illustrations Enhance
Understanding Of Text

The Baby Born in the Manger, Full of Love for All the Children
of the World
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Mary is going to have a special baby. When he is born, God’s angels tell everyone
the good news. But the king is not happy at all. What will become of Baby Jesus?
This My First I Can Read! book, with basic language, word repetition, and great
illustrations, is perfect for shared reading with a child. It aligns with guided reading
level F and will be of interest to children Pre-K to 2nd grade.

The Talmud
Breastfeeding Your Baby
Praise for previous editions: “An excellent resource for both student midwives
andqualified staff alike.” (Alison James, MidwiferyLecturer, Plymouth University) "A
lovely book with a lot of practical advice and easy tonavigate. (Jayne Samples,
Midwifery Lecturer, University ofHuddersfield) This fully revised and updated third
edition of TheMidwife’s Labour and Birth Handbook is a practical andaccessible
guide to midwifery care. It addresses important questions such as: Why are women
being pressured into caesarean section for breechpresentation when the evidence
is equivocal? If a baby needs assisted ventilation breaths at birth, why notbring the
ambubag to the baby and leave the cord intact so the babycan benefit from the
extra maternal oxygen supply? Why is skin-to-skin contact at birth so rarely offered
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topreterm babies when there is evidence of benefit? This well-regarded text
promotes normality and woman-centredcare, using research, evidence-based
guidelines and anecdotalaccounts from women. It challenges practice and
guidelines whichare biased or based on poor evidence. Guidance is offered on how
todeal with difficult, sometimes controversial, situations. The Midwife's Labour and
Birth Handbook 3rdedition is an essential guide for both student midwives
andexperienced practising midwives. New to this edition: Full colour photographs
including a kneeling breech birth Suturing diagrams to assist left-handed midwives.
Expanded chapters on slow progress in labour andmalposition/malpresentations,
including a rare photograph of a facepresentation birth.

Baby Jesus Is Born (eBook)
A cross between the bestsellers in this category, The Girlfriend's Guide to Surviving
the First Year of Motherhood (with secrets from other moms), and What to Expect
the First Year (with advice from experts) -- this is a comprehensive first-year guide
from the editors of the critically-acclaimed parenting magazine. Complete with
problem-solving strategies; step-by-step instructions; and quick tips and sidebars;
this is the only first-year guide that you will ever need -- from the magazine that is
the Bible for new moms who have turned to it for generations. Topics include
breastfeeding, basic development, sleep, language development, attachment,
immunizations and common health problems and solutions. The book offers a
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combination of expert advice ("the right way") from well-known parenting gurus, as
well as "the other ways," a spinoff of the magazine's wildly popular column packed
with innovative tricks from other new moms. Chapters like "Sleep and the Lack of
It" and "The No-Panic Guide to Health Emergencies" offer a fresh and reassuring
voice that provides new moms with the guidance they need. This is sure to become
the new go-to guide for new moms everywhere. ABOUT THE AUTHOR Susan Kane
is the editor-in-chief of Babytalk magazine. She frequently appears on national
television on behalf of Babytalk, discussing issues ranging from affordable daycare
to new trends in baby gear. She lives in Chappaqua, New York, with her husband
and two children.

Midwifery Essentials: Postnatal E-Book
An highly anticipated new text for the topically-organized child development
course, written by three of the field's most accomplished researchers.

Death of a Policeman Birth of a Baby
Julia Gelardi's Born to Rule is an historical tour de force that weaves together the
powerful and moving stories of the five royal granddaughters of Queen Victoria.
These five women were all married to reigning European monarchs during the
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early part of the 20th century, and it was their reaction to the First World War that
shaped the fate of a continent and the future of the modern world. Here are the
stories of Alexandra, whose enduring love story, controversial faith in Rasputin,
and tragic end have become the stuff of legend; Marie, the flamboyant and
eccentric queen who battled her way through a life of intrigues and was also the
mother of two Balkan queens and of the scandalous Carol II of Romania; Victoria
Eugenie, Spain's very English queen who, like Alexandra, introduced hemophilia
into her husband's family-with devastating consequences for her marriage; Maud,
King Edward VII's daughter, who was independent Norway's reluctant queen; and
Sophie, Kaiser Wilhelm II's much maligned sister, daughter of an Emperor and
herself the mother of no less than three kings and a queen, who ended her days in
bitter exile. Born to Rule evokes a world of luxury, wealth, and power in a bygone
era, while also recounting the ordeals suffered by a unique group of royal women
who at times faced poverty, exile, and death. Praised in their lifetimes for their
legendary beauty, many of these women were also lauded-and reviled-for their
political influence. Using never before published letters, memoirs, diplomatic
documents, secondary sources, and interviews with descendents of the subjects,
Julia Gelardi's Born to Rule is an astonishing and memorable work of popular
history.

Baby born
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The Beginner's Bible Baby Jesus Is Born
'Postnatal' is the fourth title in the Midwifery Essentials series and explores
contemporary postnatal care for women and their families, exploring the role of
the midwife as a member of the multi-professional team. This book thoroughly
prepares the reader to provide safe, evidence-based, woman-centred postnatal
care for mothers and their babies. The postnatal examination of the woman, and
the baby check Care of the baby in the immediate postnatal period The features of
the normal neonate The newborn clinical examination Hospital postnatal care and
caesarean section The role of the community midwife and emotional wellbeing
Postnatal fertility control Issues involved in supporting the woman to feed her
baby. Midwifery Essentials consists of a series of four pocketbooks, based on the
popular and successful ‘Midwifery Basics’ articles published in ‘The Practising
Midwife’ journal. They have been written in response to many requests from
students, midwives and supervisors to combine these articles into a handy text.
The books remain true to the style of the articles and have been updated and
expanded to create a user-friendly source of information on different aspects of
midwifery care. They will stimulate debate and require the reader both to reflect
on their current practice, local policies and procedures and to challenge care that
is not woman centred. There are many dimensions to the provision of womancentred care that practitioners need to consider and understand so the series is
based on the principles of holistic care, using a ‘jigsaw’ model as a framework.
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Each aspect of the jigsaw should be considered during the assessment, planning,
implementation and evaluation of woman-centred maternity care, for example:
how does a midwife obtain consent from a woman for a procedure, maintain a safe
environment during the delivery of care and make the most of the opportunity to
promote health? what are the professional and legal issues in relation to the
procedure and is this practice based on the best available evidence? which
members of the multi-professional team contribute to this aspect of care and how
is it influenced by the way in which care is organised? Series features: Provides
information essential for best practice at all stages of pregnancy and birth ‘Jigsaw’
model promotes holistic care Scenarios help readers understand the context of
maternity care Activities encourage further exploration and debate.

Baby Born Big in the Happy Big Small World
The Disabled Woman's Guide to Pregnancy and Birth was a finalist for a 2005
Foreward Magazine Best Book of the Year Award and a 2006 Ben Franklin Award!
This comprehensive and useful guide is based on the experiences of ninety women
with disabilities who chose to have children. In order to bring an intimate focus and
understanding to the issues involved in being pregnant and disabled, author Judith
Rodgers conducted in-depth interviews with women with 22 different types of
disabilities and with a total of 143 pregnancies. Thoroughly researched and
informative, this book is a practical guide both for disabled women planning for
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pregnancy and the health professionals who work with them. The Disabled
Woman's Guide to Pregnancy and Birth supports the right of all women to choose
motherhood, and will be useful for any disabled woman who desires to have a
child. The subjects covered include: an introduction to the ninety women and their
specific disabilities; the decision to have a baby; parenting with a disability;
emotional concerns of the mother, family and friends; nutrition and exercise in
pregnancy; a look at each trimester; labor and delivery; caesarean delivery; the
postpartum period; and breast-feeding. A list of references and a glossary will
assist the reader in obtaining additional information and understanding medical
terminology. Empathetic, balanced, comprehensive, and practical, this guide
provides all the facts needed by disabled women and their families. It stresses the
importance of informed communication among the pregnant woman, her family
members, and health care professionals. It is the only book that answers critical
questions and provides guidance for the woman with a disability facing one of the
biggest challenges of her life.

Low-Birthweight Baby: Born Too Soon or Too Small
Kids will love reading all about the panda Mei Lan, born at the Atlanta Zoo in
September 2006. Through her story, they?ll learn about what newborn pandas are
like (they?re the size of a stick of butter!), about their development, and about
what life is like for pandas in the wild. This book also touches on efforts to protect
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this endangered species.

Practical Neonatal Care
The story traces the life of Acorn who, like all of us when we are little is a massive
balloon of a girl floating overhead who catches everyone's attention. As she grows,
she comes closer to earth until she is the same size as everyone else, no longer
able to fly, discovering that the attention she received must be returned to those
who gave life and to those who come after. This dawns on her when one morning
she finds her parents in a bowl of cereal, shrunk till almost too small to see, as will
happen to all of us in time, disappearing to the naked eye as we age. Acorn has
failed and her selfishness to appreciate this basic life truth: we all have to help one
another. Mother and father are deposited in each ear so that she will always hear
their advice as, grounded, she learns to take care of herself and be a good
neighbor and friend.

The Babytalk Insider's Guide to Your Baby's First Year
Born to Rule
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Offers practical tips and sound advice for expectant and new mothers to prepare
for breastfeeding and deal with common postpartum problems.

A Baby is Born
This little board book is a read-together treat for bedtime or anytime! Book
features 11 spreads with richly illustrated original art.

Physiology of the Fetal and Neonatal Lung
Inspiring Stories for Moms-to-Be | Real moms share their intimate birth stories
Share in the beauty and wonder of the birth experience with this touching
collection of true stories from 60 real moms, describing in their own words how
their newborns came into the world. Their intimate recollections capture the
remarkable range of birth experiences and remind us of the extraordinary bond
that forms from this moment on. A great shower gift or self-purchase for expectant
mothers that shares the amazing childbirth experience. Beautifully packaged to
reflect the warmth, wonder, and mystery of the childbirth experience, The Day My
Baby Was Born presents true stories from a wide variety of women about the
different ways their child came into the world and the incredible bond this moment
forms among all mothers.The Day My Baby Was Born gives moms-to-be a full
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sense of what to expect, through real stories from real people - the voices of
friends, sisters, neighbors, and others sharing their own thoughts on the incredible
moment. Featuring these stories: Birthing Iris: a slight deviation from the plan
(Meredith Davis) Longer second labor, drug free (Laura Hubacek) Easy pregnancy
and easy labor (Missy Bowen) My second baby was more difficult than my first
(Allison McGee) Baby born on due date (Ally Channing) First baby born at home
(Nancy Hatcher) The birth of my baby Carson (Brenda Allen) Our big surprise!
(Trina Hollander) Jakson's birth story (Cristina Ramirez) Fast labor (Sara Hankes)
Hurry up, Doc! (Harmony T) Extremely easy first delivery (Paige Nelson) My second
birth just as wonderful as the first (Rachel R) A different water birth than expected
(Erika Ginsberg-Klemmt) The birth of my angel Kylee Faith (Stephanie Wiseman)
Thirty-two-week preemie after bed rest (Marsha Hammond) Too easy to be a first
(Toni Williams) C-section wasn't as bad as I expected (Vickie Freeman) A not-soscary birth story (Rebecca K) Miss Ashely's arrival (Carrie Herbst) Fast and furious
first baby (Beth Johanson) My angel Madison (Candice Pesotini) Third time's the
charm (Ann Larson) No progress results in Cesarean (Michelle Schroeder) My baby
boyeasy birth and easy baby (Hope Lehmann) Jade's birth story (Sara A) Water
birth was perfect (Kim Goodspeed) Pregnancy-induced hypertension with first
(Shelly Evans) Baby Bre's story (Jennine Mustard) Intense back labor with no
epidural (Katherine Harris) Difficult pregnancy but completely worth it (Anneli
Nilsson) First baby born at thirty-six weeks, but so easy! (Lynda Lipske) That can't
be right! (Kathy Colbern) Twin girls and a bonus (Liz Adams) Four weeks early and
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long labor (Brenda Erickson) I did it my way but almost didn't makee it (Melissa W)
Baby girl born early (Stephanie Williamson) Quick for a first-time mom (Ilona Pope)
Suzaan, our mircle (Martie van Biljon) My sweet (big) baby girl (Allie McDonaldson)
Great expectations run amok (Rachel Karlsen) Sunny-side up, baby Braxton
(Autumn Fagan) Easy as 1-2-3 (Emily O'Reilly) The longest labor but well worth it
(Cara Martin) My drug-free birth (Sheldene Wade) Come on, baby! (Lindsay A.E.)
Fintan's birth story (Jessica Aldridge) Seven days late with 7 pound, 7 ounce girl
(Lisa Patterson) Speedy first labor and delivery (Robyn Cassidy) Eyes wide open
(Erika Starman) Seven-hour labor, one week late and all natural (Darlene Fulton)
Overdue water birth at home (Kerri Connell) Long labor but easy delivery (Bonnie
Wenzel) An unexpected delivery at home (Kris Krynicki) I loved my fast and easy
delivery with Pitocin (Allison McGreger) Night of the full moon (Aimee WimbushBourque) Lamaze teacher gives birth (Christine Hughes) The grand entrance of the
second man in my life (Jennie C)

When a Child Is Born
An explanation for children of 6-10 of how babies are born and grow up approved
by members of the Catholic, Protestant and Jewish clergy, and tested by a group of
children.
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A Baby Born in Bethlehem
L. B. STRANG The past 25 years have seen a remarkable growth in our knowledge
of lung development in its structural, physiological and biochemical dimensions.
Much of the impetus for research leading to new knowledge has derived from the
perception that many respiratory disorders in the newborn infant are due to
defective development or maladaption of some component or components of the
respiratory system. Thus, to cite one example, surfac tant deficiency is clearly seen
to be the cause of atelectasis in hyaline mem brane disease; and to cite another, it
is widely accepted that the mechanisms controlling patency of the ductus
arteriosus and pulmonary vascular resistance also determine the right-to-Ieft or leftto-right shunting frequently observed in the course of neonatal respiratory
disorders. There are, however, areas of physiological knowledge - such as those
relating to respiratory control and to liquid formation and absorption - which are
clearly of great relevance to lung adaptation at birth but where it has not yet
proved possible to link a specific clinical state to the malfunction of a particular
mechanism. In planning this symposium an attempt was made to organize the
material in an orderly manner, starting with the embryonic and fetal stages of
growth and development, continuing with respiratory control and the role of
surfactant in lung aeration at birth, and ending with the treatment of neonatal
respiratory disorders.
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